Brioche on Single Bed Knitting Machine

Color B: e-wrap onto every other needle. Thread a long cable needle or heavy ravel cord and
pick up the in between loop (this will help to distinguish in a later step). Knit, on every other
needle, as many rows as desired (for sample go for 20 rows). Remove work onto waste yarn.
Bring the opposite every other needles into work and put the first every other needles out of
work.
Turn work over and rehang the loops from the cable/ ravel cord onto the needles. (You will
have one less needle than the initial cast on.) The wrong side will be facing you.
Color A: Knit 1 row. (If desired, e-wrap before beginning)
Pick up one bar below each needle and place on the needles and knit 1 row.
Repeat after each row knit picking up the bar below each needle and knit a row.
Continue until all bars have been picked up and knit.
Bring the out of work needles into work. Re-hang the stitches from the waste yarn onto these
empty needles. This is like bring up a hung hem. For the next row knit a click or two looser as
you would after hanging a hem.

Note: tension and gauge are dependent upon yarn and machine.
The second color knit is the color you can continue with for stockinette knitting so plan
accordingly.

Variation 1:
Color B: e-wrap onto every 3rd needle (2 out of work in between). Continue as written
After removing on scrap yarn, turn work over and rehang on every other needle.
Continue as written.

Photo A is knit as written. Photo B is Variation 1 with Color A e-wrapped before rehanging. I
have not tried Variation 2.

Variation 2:
Color B: e-wrap onto every 3rd needle (2 out of work in between). Continue as written
After removing on scrap yarn, turn work over and rehang on every 3rd needle.
Continue as written.

